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1 Introduction

The notion of independent directors has been at the heart of academic debate for a number of years now. The presence of independent directors on the board, capable of challenging the decisions and policies of management, is praised in the academic literature as a miracle cure to deal with inherent inefficiency and monitoring problems. It is widely considered to be a key element of good corporate governance as a bonding mechanism between different stakeholder interests and effective monitoring tools. Different rule setters, at EU and Member States level, have established rules concerning the independence of directors in capital market-oriented businesses over the past decade. In the light of the European Commission’s recommendation on the role of non-executive or supervisory directors of listed companies and on the committees of the (supervisory) board (hereinafter ‘the European Commission’s Recommendation 2005’), independent directors should be understood as the absence of any material conflict of interests. The basic idea underlying the concept of ‘independent directors’ is that corporate governance should ensure that boards exercise appropriate scrutiny over management and shareholders in their capacity as owners of the company. Boards are thought to be most likely to exercise efficient monitoring if they are composed of individuals who are free of any business, family or other relationship, with the company, its controlling shareholder or the management. In this context, independence can no longer be assumed where the potential director is or represents in any way the controlling shareholder. Although not binding on Member States, the European Commission’s Recommendation 2005 has been implemented in a majority of the EU Member States either through legislation or through best practice rules based on the flexible ‘comply or explain’ principle. The European Commission’s activities in the field of corporate governance regulation are traditionally limited to listed companies. However, surprisingly, the role and rationale of independent directors in publicly listed corporations under the control of the founder or members of the founding family (hereafter referred to as ‘family businesses’) remain largely undertheorized. This is particularly true in the context of listed family businesses operating under a dual administrative management and control structure, consisting of an executive and a supervisory board. The lack of academic research in this field is all the more surprising as recent empirical findings suggest that there is a positive correlation between operating performance and family influence in European stock corporations. Against the backdrop of the positive correlation between value creation and family influence in European family businesses, it seems to be appropriate to carry out a critical impact assessment of the independence criteria restricting family influence in order to avoid disproportionate and value-destroying administrative burdens for listed family businesses. The point this contribution makes is that it is important to recognize that independent supervisory directors are a means to an end, and not an end in itself. Although recognizing that an independent functioning supervisory board plays a key role in enhancing transparency and monitoring compliance, the true added value of independent directors lies in their contribution to both accountability and business prosperity. Based on this premise, independent supervisory directors need to deliver genuine benefits to listed family businesses and investors and not merely burden respective businesses with additional and disproportionate administrative costs. The concept of value-maximizing corporate governance, as proposed by this contribution, calls for a judicious use of legal rules and governance tools so as not to deprive businesses of optimal value creation potential for the benefit of all stakeholders. Against this backdrop, two fundamental questions arise: firstly, is the current focus of the EU regulator on
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empowering independent directors really effective in corporations with a concentrated (family) ownership structure? And secondly, do the European Union’s independence standards for supervisory directors vis-à-vis controlling (family) shareholders sufficiently reflect the special needs of publicly listed family-controlled businesses in countries with a dualistic board structure, or is there a need for exceptional rules at the EU level to safeguard the positive effect of family control on firm value? The basic hypothesis at the outset of this contribution is that the current focus of the EU regulator on empowering independent directors is ineffective in corporations with a controlling (family) shareholder. The EU independence requirements, as stipulated in the Commission’s Recommendation on the role of non-executive or supervisory directors of listed companies and on the committees of the (supervisory) board, do not take due account of the special characteristics of publicly listed family businesses in countries with a dual board structure. Given the key role of listed family-controlled businesses in Europe’s economy and their contribution to the entrepreneurial culture, social and economic cohesion and overall prosperity, there is a need for a differentiated corporate governance framework for listed family-controlled businesses at the European level.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the empirical background is provided. After placing the research question in a broader regulatory context (2.1) and stating the significance of the subject matter for orienting corporate governance regulation at EU level (2.2), the underlying empirical studies on the effect of family influence on corporate performance are presented (2.3). In section 3, the role and effectiveness of independent directors are analyzed from an agency theory perspective in the light of the specific characteristics of dispersed (3.1) as compared to concentrated ownership structures (3.2). Against the backdrop of the previous sections, in section 4, the European Union’s independence standards for supervisory directors vis-à-vis controlling shareholders, as laid down in the European Commission’s Recommendation 2005 are assessed. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses policy implications.

### 2 Empirical Background and Theoretical Considerations

#### 2.1 Regulatory Background

Before highlighting the economic significance of listed family businesses, it is worth placing the research question in a broader regulatory context. On 12 December 2012, the European Commission adopted an Action Plan that outlines the initiatives it intends to take forward in the fields of EU company law and corporate governance. They are, inter alia, aimed at enhancing transparency between companies and their shareholders and at encouraging long-term shareholder engagement in EU companies.

These initiatives are primarily inspired by the responses to the Commission’s 2011 Green Paper on the EU corporate governance framework (hereinafter ‘the 2011 Green Paper’). The consultations established by the Commission’s 2011 Green Paper are part of a broader review of the corporate governance framework in Europe started by the consultation on corporate governance and remuneration policies for financial institutions in June 2010. The 2011 Green Paper addressed three core subjects which are at the heart of good corporate governance: the composition and effectiveness of the board of directors, the shareholders and how to encourage greater engagement and focus on sustainable, long-term performance rather than short-term profit and lastly the issue of how to improve the effectiveness of the ‘comply or explain’ approach.

For the purposes of the 2011 Green Paper, the term ‘board of directors’ essentially referred to the supervisory role of directors and the term ‘non-executive director’ included the members of the supervisory board in the dual system. The European Commission has not explicitly addressed the controversial issue of independent supervisory directors in listed family businesses in the 2011 Green Paper, or in the context of the Action Plan. However, the composition and effective functioning of the board of directors were identified by the Commission as being of very high concern for good corporate governance of listed companies in Europe. This is evident from the fact that the issue was addressed, by the 2011 Green Paper, as key consultation topic. Bearing in mind that the 2011 Green Paper was designed to foster a broad debate on issues perceived to be of key relevance for the effective corporate governance of listed companies, the 2011 Green Paper flagged items for public consultation that the Commission had not considered so far.

The problem area addressed by this contribution appears to be such an underexposed item. The mere fact that the consultation period for the 2011 Green Paper has expired on 22 July 2011 does not ren-
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Under the whole problem area obsolete or outdated. A similar call for action can be derived from the Commission’s ‘Europe 2020’ Communication, which calls for the improvement of the business environment in Europe. Strengthening the corporate governance framework, at EU and national level, is essential to achieve the ‘Europe 2020’ strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, because it creates a vibrant environment for foreign and domestic investment and thus for economic development. The idea is that sound corporate governance builds sustained investor confidence and improves corporate competitiveness. This paper contributes to the discussions about the future architecture of the EU corporate governance framework by analyzing the existing EU’s independence standards for supervisory directors in the specific context of publicly held family-controlled corporations.

2.2 The Economic Significance of Listed Family Businesses

From the outset, the question of the relevance of the subject matter ought to be raised. Publicly traded corporations, listed on a stock exchange, in which a family holds a controlling interest (i.e., a majority shareholding stake or voting power in a company) are a significant phenomenon in Continental Europe. Empirical evidence conducted by Banca March and the Instituto de Empresa Business School, which studied the financial results of 2423 companies listed on various European stock markets with a market capitalization of more than 50 million euros, suggests that 27 percent of the companies were family businesses. According to a study conducted by Faccio and Lang, which analyzed the ultimate ownership and control of 5,232 publicly traded corporations in 13 Western European countries, 36.93 percent of the corporations under consideration were widely held and 44.29 percent were family-controlled. Given the fact that the combined revenues of the top 100 listed family businesses in Europe reached more than €1.8 trillion in 2011, which corresponds to nearly 14 percent of the European Union’s gross domestic product (GDP), the importance of listed family-owned or controlled businesses to the European economy cannot be underestimated. Among such corporations are household names and economic heavyweights like Volkswagen (Picth/Porsche family), BMW (Quandt/Klatten family) and the consumer goods giant Henkel (Henkel family), which have in place a dual board structure. However, listed family-controlled corporations are not a purely German phenomenon, but more realistically characterized as a European one, as corporations like PSA Peugeot Citroën (Peugeot family), Roche (Hoffman-La Roche heirs) and the world’s biggest luxury group LVMH (Arnault family) illustrate. In light of such evidence from the top revenue-generating corporations, it can reasonably be assumed that there are numerous other listed family businesses, having in place supervisory boards, among the smaller-scale stock corporations in Continental Europe. As a result, corporate governance regulation should take into account the special characteristics and peculiarities of this form of business organization.

2.3 The Effect of Family Control on Firm Value and Performance

In order to ensure an efficiency-based assessment of the existing EU’s independence standards for supervisory directors in section 4, it is essential to reach reliable conclusions about the economic desirability of family control in European stock market corporations. In doing so, this section does not seek to provide an exhaustive description of all the available academic literature on the effect of family control on firm value and performance, but rather to present an overview of the findings of the most comprehensive studies conducted in Continental Europe.

2.3.1 Firm Performance and Family Control

The effect of the family control of public corporations within the sphere of public capital markets is a growing field of interest in finance and management literature. The Banca March and IE Business report revealed that European family businesses, where a family held at least 20 percent of shares and a family member sat on the executive or supervisory board, have created substantially more value for their shareholders between 2001 and 2010 than their non-family counterparts. Numerical key data provided by the report show that family businesses have outperformed their respective local stock market indexes in all countries examined at similar or even lower risk level. In addition to that better stock return performance, the findings of the report also reveal that listed family businesses not only created more value for their shareholders over the last decade but also generated more employment than listed non-family companies, averaging a growth rate of 3.4 percent compared to 0.8 for their peers. Moreover, a comprehensive analysis of stock market-listed family businesses in Germany has proven that the equity ratio of family businesses is substantially higher than that of non-family businesses and that they have less debt and therefore more free equity, which gives them leeway for medium-to long-term development and better reserves to survive times of economic hardship. All in all, the findings suggest that there is a positive correlation between oper-
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ating performance and family influence in European corporations.

2.3.2 The Relationship between Firm Performance and Family Involvement

The results presented so far indicate a positive correlation between family influence and value creation. This suggests the existence of a family ownership advantage. However, given the heterogeneity of listed family businesses in Europe, the question arises whether the potential performance difference between family and non-family businesses is affected by specific firm-level characteristics, involving different levels of family engagement. Put differently, is the likely superior overall performance attributable to a certain organizational form of involvement of the founding families? Whilst analyzing different degrees of family involvement, Barontini and Caprio\textsuperscript{28} found that the general positive effect of family control can be split according to the degree of involvement of families in management.\textsuperscript{29} They confirm that the effect of family involvement is clearly positive, and highly statistically significant, when the family takes up the role of monitoring by occupying non-executive positions on the board of directors.\textsuperscript{30} The evidence of superiority of family-controlled corporations relative to non-family ones becomes weaker when a family member takes the position of CEO.\textsuperscript{31} However, this does not mean that family-CEO companies perform worse than their non-family counterparts. To put it another way, Barontini’s and Caprio’s research “does not suggest that family firms perform better the less the family takes an interest in the company”.\textsuperscript{32} Nevertheless, “it seems better when the family does not manage and limits itself to monitoring; but the group of worst-performing family firms are those in which the family does not manage and stays outside of the board”.\textsuperscript{33} The effect of family involvement continues to be positive at the inheriting stage, when descendants limit themselves to non-executive roles, or at the very least is not negative, when descendants assume the role of CEO.\textsuperscript{34} These findings indicate that the founder effect plays an important role in Continental European companies. It is common ground that the set of valuable managerial skills and the entrepreneurial spirit can vary between generations of the founding family. Hence, the transition between generations can mitigate the positive impact of family influence. Having said that, the positive correlation between active family involvement and overall company performance remains measurable at the inheriting stage, when descendants occupy a non-executive position.\textsuperscript{35} Thus, a residual positive effect remains evident and a generation change in the controlling family does not imply a negative blanket effect of family control. In line with the results commented on above, Pindado, Requejo and de la Torre\textsuperscript{36} find that active family involvement is positive in terms of corporate performance. According to their results “although family businesses generally outperform, it is family firms with family members seated in the board of directors and those controlled by the first generation, that are the ones that exhibit superior market valuations”.\textsuperscript{37} Beyond that, family involvement clearly remains positive when family members assume a supervisory role and refuse to engage in executive positions. Interestingly, given the focus of this contribution, Pindado, Requejo and de la Torre\textsuperscript{38} suggest a substitution effect between family control as an internal corporate governance mechanism and the legal protection of minority shareholders as an external corporate governance mechanism.\textsuperscript{39} Based on their findings, they suggest that “family control can act as a mechanism that aligns the interests of controlling and minority shareholders in institutional environments where minority shareholders’ rights are weakly protected”.\textsuperscript{40}

In short, the findings are consistent with the idea that family ownership is beneficial for Continental European businesses when coupled with some degree of involvement of the family in company supervision as far-sighted stationary controllers.\textsuperscript{41} The proven superior valuation and operating performance in turn imply that concentration of share ownership and voting power in the hands of a family may also be beneficial to minority shareholders, because the market value of the corporation is at least theoretically maximized in the long term and thus the value of the corporation’s shares. But what policy conclusions can be derived from these empirical studies with regards to corporate governance regulation at European level? To put it in a nutshell, there is at least no empirical basis, which would justify the exclusion of family representatives from the supervisory board.\textsuperscript{42} On the contrary, the express aim of the EU regulator must be to safeguard the positive effects of family control and to provide a corporate governance framework, which affords family-controlled corporations the greatest possible freedom as to the composition of their boards.
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3 The Relationship between Ownership Structure and the Role of Independent Directors

In the light of the foregoing, it is reasonable to assume that family control ([i.e. family ownership and family representation on the board of directors]) strongly influences corporate performance and, in doing so, affords potential value for all stakeholders that independent directors per se cannot offer. This finding is in itself sufficient to justify a critical assessment of all regulatory impediments to the shareholders’ freedom to choose board members in family-controlled firms. However, it must be questioned whether there is also a positive link between independent supervisory directors and firm performance. Do independent supervisory directors add value by improving the quality of corporate governance and consequently company performance in the long run? If this is the case, this might constitute an objective justification for restrictions to be imposed on the freedom to choose board members. However, if contrary to the expectations of the EU regulator, this is found not to be the case, it must be critically assessed whether the presence of independent supervisory directors is really an efficient means of protecting the interests of shareholders and, where appropriate, other stakeholders in firms with concentrated ownership. To answer these questions, it appears appropriate to address the role and effectiveness of independent supervisory directors in concentrated ownership structures as compared to dispersed ones. A differentiated approach is necessary here, which takes into account the fact that the agency problems that need to be addressed depend on the share ownership structure in a particular jurisdiction and thus also the role and effectiveness of independent directors. In corporations with dispersed share ownership, the primary agency conflict to be addressed is the conflict between opportunistic managers and dispersed shareholders as owners of the company due to the separation of ownership and control. In corporations with controlling shareholders, the focus is more on the problem of alignment of the interests of strong controlling shareholder(s) and weak minority shareholders, as the following shows. It should be pointed out that the following considerations are limited to an analysis of the monitoring function of independent supervisory directors, deliberately excluding advisory services, because there are no logical reasons why the advisory function should not be carried out by independent external experts, e.g. external consulting firms.

3.1 The Role of Independent Directors in Corporations with Dispersed Ownership Structure

In view of the consistently positive public perception of independent directors, it is remarkable to note that the academic literature has so far failed to establish a reliable correlation between the presence of independent directors on a board and firm performance. Many studies have analyzed the effect of board composition on firm performance in different corporate governance systems; however, the results are not conclusive. Some studies suggest that independent directors can improve board effectiveness and corporate performance, which supports the notion that independents are able to perform a monitoring function and help to safeguard the interests of the shareholders. Other studies, on the contrary, disprove the hypothesis that independent directors improve the value of the corporation. And some studies find no direct correlation between the proportion of independent directors and firm performance. As a consequence of this conflicting evidence, there is uncertainty about the desirability of the whole concept of independence. In this context, it must be stated, however, that it is very difficult to assess the individual contribution of independent directors to shareholder value. Moreover, it may be necessary to have independent directors on the board in order to safeguard certain specific interests, without this having necessarily an influence on corporate performance. It is up to scholars to identify a range of ways to assess the value of independent directors.

Theoretically, independent directors can be desirable from a regulatory perspective if they improve corporate wealth by performing functions that maximize stakeholder value. The legal rationale for appointing independent directors is that their presence on the board would increase the quality of board supervision and reduce the possibility of value-destroying conflict of interest. The underlying conventional wisdom holds that, compared with dependent directors, independent directors are not in any way affected by corporate executives or the appointing shareholders and will therefore have fewer conflicts of interests. As a result, there is a better alignment of their interests with public shareholders’ interests and, hence, more effective monitoring against the potential opportunistic behaviour of management and controlling shareholders. The increased monitoring of pressure incentivizes management to act consistently in the interest of share value optimization.
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which leads to a reduction of agency problems and thus to better corporate performance in the long run.55 According to this perspective, independent directors are likely to promote investor protection through increasing accountability and corporate integrity.56 The concept of independent directors originated in the Anglo-Saxon one-tier and dispersed ownership systems as a means of protecting shareholders from managerial agency costs incurred in the classic Berle and Means context of separation of ownership and control.57 Given the potential separation between ownership and control in corporations with dispersed ownership structures, board independence functions as a mechanism to align the interests of principals and agents.58 Hence, the main purpose of independents in dispersed ownership systems is to enhance internal control of decision making by solving the managerial capture of the board.59 In the light of these considerations, strong rules of independence are reasonable and necessary in corporate governance systems where listed corporations have diffuse shareholders. But the factors and issues generating corporate governance problems change in corporations with a controlling shareholder, due to a fundamental shift in the paramount agency problems that need to be addressed.60

3.2 The Role of Independent Directors in Corporations with a Concentrated Ownership Structure

The monitoring role of independent directors in corporations with concentrated ownership is largely different from that fulfilled by them in diffuse ownership corporations.61 In concentrated ownership corporations, controlling shareholders have both the incentives and power to exercise active monitoring over the management. In light of the considerable financial contribution that the controlling shareholder has invested in the corpora- tion, he or she will have the greatest incentive to exercise close and prudential supervision over the management and the corporation in its entirety to safeguard his or her investment.62 The incentive to exercise active control is accompanied by the voting power of the controlling shareholders (in the shareholders’ meeting) to appoint and remove board members and to implement strategic and management changes timely and forcefully where entrepreneurial action needs to be taken.63 Controlling shareholders are therefore in a superior position to diminish the classical agency conflicts between shareholders and managers and consequently to reduce managerial agency costs.64 The resulting monitoring advantages are further reinforced by the usual long-term investment horizon of controlling shareholders. Given that long-term shareholders, unlike short-term shareholders, will generally induce managers to maximize the long-term economic value created by the corporation, the managerial tendency to engage in excessive short-term risk taking and economic inefficient short termism will be reduced.65 It can thus be concluded that in jurisdictions with concentrated ownership structures, independent directors are not needed to efficiently monitor the management, since the corporate executives are already sufficiently monitored by the controlling shareholders.66 However, in concentrated ownership structures, a different kind of agency problem arises in the relationship between majority and minority shareholders, to the extent that the controlling shareholder might try to exploit its position of effective control to extract private benefits of control and to seek personal benefits at the expense of minority shareholders.67 The controlling shareholder has the decision-making power in the shareholders’ meeting and on the board to effectively exert his or her power to appoint and remove directors, which in turn ensures that the board decisions are made in his or her interest, but not necessarily in the interest of minority shareholders.68 Hence, concentration of ownership in the hands of a majority shareholder can pose serious risks for the occurrence of asset expropriation and unfair self-dealing for minority shareholders.69 Empirical research has shown that minority expropriation hampers investor confidence, hinders the development of financial markets and reduces economic growth.70 In light of these findings, it must be stated that monitoring mechanisms aimed at reducing minority expropriation are socially valuable from a policy point of view.71 This raises the key question whether the implementation of independent directors is an effective mechanism for addressing the risk of minority shareholder expropriation and for monitoring the conflicts of interest of controlling shareholders. Perhaps, but the value of independent supervisory directors in reconciling conflicts of interest and in addressing the private benefits agency problem (hereafter referred to as ‘tunnelling’72) is questionable. Doubts as to the effectiveness of independent supervisory directors arise from the vague definition of their role in listed European companies. The European Commission’s Recommendation 200573 em-
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phrases the role of non-executive or supervisory directors “in overseeing executive or managing directors and dealing with situations involving conflicts of interests”. The notion of “situations involving conflicts of interests” relates to three areas that involve a potential conflict of interests between managers and shareholders, namely the nomination of directors, the remuneration of directors and the audit of the company’s performance. Hence, independent directors are seen as a monitoring device that is particularly effective in controlling the conduct of the executive management and not as a means of preventing the tunnelling of corporate resources through self-dealing and other kinds of related-party transactions at a cost to minority shareholders. In short, independent directors are seen as a protection for shareholders against the managerial capture of the board and not as protection of minority shareholders against blockholders. Given the vagueness of the role assigned to independent supervisory directors it is likely that they are used for the wrong purposes in corporations with concentrated ownership. The appointment of independents to the supervisory board, with the general assignment of supervising the management is not expedient in corporations with concentrated ownership structure, because the main inefficiencies in respective corporations are due to minority expropriation and not managerial misconduct. But even if independent directors are used for the right purposes, it remains doubtful whether the monitoring tools of independent directors are suitable to reduce the risk of minority shareholder expropriation. The most prominent function of independent directors in the context of majority-minority agency problems is the approval and confirmation of related party transactions that involve self-dealing by controlling shareholders. The ex-ante deterrence effect of independents in relation to the prevention of related party transactions is, at best, very small, because unlike disloyal managers blockholders cannot be dismissed or suspended by the supervisory board. It is recognized that directors who collaborate with majority shareholders or engage in these transactions can be dismissed, but collusion would be very hard to prove. The same is true for ex-post-opposition strategies in the case where such suspicious transactions are brought to the table at board level. The tools that independent directors have in their power to oppose self-dealing transactions are limited. For example, independents can vote against self-dealing at board level, but that is only a Pyrrhic victory for board independence, because blockholders can still approve the transaction by using their majority voting power at the board. It is only in circumstances where the majority of the board is composed of independents that any opposition has a chance of success, and a controlling shareholder will hardly accept this. Consequently, rarely will any opposition at board level block related party transactions, and, at best, it can only augment the corresponding costs for the blockholder in terms of negative publicity. The same is true for other opposition strategies such as threatening the blockholder with public disclosure or legal action, which could be employed by independents to combat minority expropriation. The effectiveness of such tools is highly questionable, partly because they are dependent on the quality of anti-self-dealing regulation and because minority shareholders face significant enforcement and litigation problems arising from information asymmetries and collective action problems (to bring a law suit) in corporations with concentrated ownership. In particular, public disclosure is clearly an inappropriate way to punish blockholders for their harmful behaviour. Public disclosure causes or is likely to cause a negative effect on share price and thus can harm blockholders indirectly, but lower stock prices are not especially damaging to large blockholders. In fact, on the contrary, they mainly hurt minority shareholders that are forced to trade for reasons of liquidity.

In light of all this, it is not surprising that the empirical literature struggles to provide reliable evidence in support of the effectiveness of independent directors in corporations with concentrated ownership. From the majority of research projects undertaken, it appears that independents are often appointed mainly to please institutional investors and government regulators, which have pushed for increased board independence to displace more meaningful reform.

4 Analysis of the EU Independence Standards

Against the backdrop of the previous sections, the question arises as to whether and to what extent the European Union’s independence standards for supervisory directors vis-à-vis controlling shareholders are expedient, or if they overshoot the mark when applied to corporations with a controlling family shareholder. Considering this focus, this section of the contribution does not aim to provide an all-embracing overview of the EU regime applicable to independent directors but rather focuses on the implications from the family shareholder angle and the legitimacy thereof. In doing so, the cur-
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rently applicable EU independence standards are identified and discussed. Thereafter, the implications for controlling family shareholders are sketched, followed by legitimacy considerations. References to different national corporate governance codes are included to illustrate the practical consequences of the EU standards in countries with a dualistic board structure.

4.1 Independence Standards, Especially vis-à-vis Controlling Shareholders

The starting point for the assessment of the EU independence standards is the definition of director ‘independence’. According to the preamble of the European Commission’s Recommendation 2005, independence should be understood as “the absence of any material conflict of interests”. The European Commission’s Recommendation 2005 defines independent directors as board members who are “free of any business, family or other relationship, with the company, its controlling shareholder or the management of either, that creates a conflict of interest such as to impair his or her judgment”. Furthermore, the recommendation establishes an extensive catalogue of criteria that Member States should adopt to assess the independence of non-executive or supervisory directors. Annex II of this recommendation stipulates, at paragraph 1(d), that independent non-executive or supervisory directors should not or represent in any way the controlling shareholder(s). Most of the national corporate governance codes follow the EU recommendation and define the notion of ‘independence’ in a similar way, focusing on the absence of business and personal relationships with both the company and management board and with significant shareholders. The Netherlands and Belgium are two of the exceptions. The Dutch Corporate Governance Code lacks a general definition of independence. However, the Dutch code, at paragraphs III.2.1 and III.2.2, contains a best practice provision, which sets out a list of criteria that excludes the independence of directors. According to paragraph III.2.2 (e) a supervisory board member shall not be deemed to be independent if he or she is a shareholder holding at least 10 percent of the shares of the company. Similarly, the 2009 Belgian Code on Corporate Governance does not define independence in general terms, but it lists nine categories of impediments to independence in its appendix A. In the remaining Member States of the EU, the criteria for assessing director independence laid down in national corporate governance codes generally mirror those recommended by the Commission. However, there are differences in the definitions of ‘significant shareholder’.

The 2013 German Corporate Governance Code, for example, generally excludes at § 5.4.2 the independence of a supervisory director if he or she has personal or business relationships with a ‘controlling shareholder’. Whereas other national codes take a slightly different approach by setting out specific thresholds with reference to voting shares to determine whether or not a shareholder qualifies as ‘significant’. But what are the implications of the strict European independence standards vis-à-vis controlling shareholders on the family shareholder side?

4.2 Consequences for Controlling Family Shareholders

Unlike under many national corporate governance codes, representatives of controlling shareholders cannot be considered to be independent in principle under the European Commission Recommendation 2005/162/EC. Consequently, paragraph 13.1 of the European Commission Recommendation 2005/162/EC creates a comprehensive exclusionary effect with respect to the representatives of the controlling shareholder (as independent directors). From the family shareholder perspective, this means that the freedom to choose board members is seriously restricted. Majority family shareholders are no longer able to freely appoint their preferred representatives to the supervisory board. The foreclosing effect not only directly relates to the possibility of appointing family members but it also includes the election of, for example, lawyers and tax consultants associated with the family. This leads to a weakening of the influence of controlling families to share policy with regards to the composition of the management board and to corporate decisions made at supervisory board level. Moreover, the specific emphasis on the independence of supervisory directors vis-à-vis controlling shareholders jeopardizes succession planning and the smooth implementation of any generational change of family representatives on the supervisory board. Therefore, this potentially hinders the long-term sustainability and prosperity of respective corporations. Of course, it could reasonably be questioned whether the exclusion of family representatives as independent directors is really a problem, because paragraph 4 of the European Commission Recommendation 2005/162/EC merely re-
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93. For example, § 9.3 of the French Corporate Governance Code of Listed Corporations reserves to the board the right to exercise discretion in assessing the independence of directors. Similarly, § 3.2.P.2. in conjunction with § 3.C.4. of the Italian Corporate Governance Code (2011) leaves discretion to the board to assess independence through criteria which are different from the ones recommended by the Code.
94. Cf. Commission Recommendation 2005/162/EC, § 13.1 which reads: “A director should be considered to be independent only if he is free of any business, family or other relationship, with the company, its controlling shareholder [...], that creates a conflict of interest such as to impair his judgement”.
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requires that a “sufficient number of independent non-executive or supervisory directors should be elected to the (supervisory) board”, thus not requiring complete independence of the board. What constitutes a ‘sufficient number’ of independent directors varies across Member States. National corporate governance codes in principle provide for a minimum number of independents or a given proportion of the same with respect to the other board members. It follows that founding families remain free to appoint family representatives to the board as dependent directors. Therefore, founding families have at least theoretically the possibility to organize majorities on the supervisory board and thus to exert influence over the staffing and the decisions of the supervisory board. So far, so good, but when considering the recommendations for the specific committees in detail, it seems debatable whether the influence of the founding family members can realistically be preserved. This is particularly true with regards to the highly important nomination committee. Annex I § 2.1.1. of the European Commission Recommendation 2005/162/EC stipulates that the nomination committee should be composed of at least a majority of independent non-executive or supervisory directors. The nomination committee is the crucial place for family shareholders to exercise their fundamental governance rights (inter alia the right to appoint and remove board members), which derive from their function as residual risk bearers. It is therefore very alarming that family shareholders, especially at this key place, forfeit their decisive influence. As a result, it is necessary to verify the legitimacy of the EU corporate governance standards vis-à-vis controlling shareholders. In addition, there is a tendency for the independence of supervisory board members vis-à-vis controlling shareholders to become more and more of a general structural requirement in Europe. There is a reasonable concern that the appointment of representatives of the controlling shareholder to the supervisory board will be explicitly excluded as a further step in the future. In consequence, it can be concluded that, even as things stand now, the high proportion of independent directors required dilutes the potential of the controlling families to influence the policy and governance of family corporations. The weakened influence makes it difficult for controlling families to tailor the running of the corporation to the needs of the family as the main residual risk bearers. This constitutes a substantial restriction of the rights of the majority shareholder for which some special justification is required.

4.3 The Legitimacy of Independence Standards

Against this background, the question arises whether the underlying regulatory policy considerations can justify the independence of supervisory directors not only from the management but also from the controlling shareholders. The Commission justifies the presence of independent representatives on the board on a broad-brush basis, i.e. as a means of protecting the interests of shareholders and other stakeholders. In taking into account the interests of minority shareholders, the management function should be subject to an effective and sufficiently independent supervisory function. In view of this, it can reasonably be assumed that the Commission’s ultimate objectives pursuant to the application of the independence requirement is not simply the neutral and objective supervision of the management function, but rather the protection of the interests of minority shareholders. The obligation to appoint independent directors is principally imposed as a means of protecting minority shareholders against the irresponsible exercise of power by controlling shareholders and the associated agency costs. Furthermore, it should be noted that the institution of independent directors is also designed to protect shareholders and other stakeholders more generally against self-dealing by corporate executives. However, as already mentioned, the monitoring function vis-à-vis the management cannot serve as a justification for independent directors in corporations with a controlling (family) shareholder, because the presence of independent directors on the board is not necessary to make directors responsive to controlling shareholders, who can harness their appointment and removal rights effectively to this end. If we return to the notion of independent directors as means of protecting minority shareholders, first of all, it is astonishing to note that the Commission has not explicitly declared any specific commitment towards the objective of minority shareholder protection. On the contrary, their regulatory goal has been introduced through the back door, which makes it more difficult for corporations to shape their supervisory boards in a way that effectively meets the objectives of the Commission. At the outset, it is important to recognize that the power of independent directors gains legitimacy only through neutrality, but not

96. For example, a majority of independent directors on the supervisory board is required by the Austrian, Danish and Finnish Codes (respectively at § 53 (a), § 3.2.1 and recommendation 14), whereas the Spanish Code (§ 2.13) and the French Code (§ 8.2) provide for one third of them in corporations with a controlling shareholder; Ferrarini & Filippelli 2014, p. 13.
97. The situation is significantly different in corporations subject to the German right of co-determination. Controlling shareholders fear the complete loss of their significant influence over the supervisory board in respective corporations. For a detailed discussion see Hommelhoff 2013, p. 955.
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99. It should be pointed out that, although supervisory board members are elected by the general meeting of shareholders, the general discussions about the candidates are held at the nomination committee. The nomination committee makes recommendations to the supervisory board with respect to the appointment and removal of directors by the body competent under the national company law, Commission Recommendation 2005/162/EC, recital 12.
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104. The exact role of independent non-executive and supervisory directors is left substantially indeterminate by the Commission. Commission Recommendation 2005/162/EC, recital 3 only states that independents are recruited by companies for a variety of purposes.
through capital contribution or work performed. This leads to the key question whether or not the goal of minority shareholder protection, under the pretext of neutrality, justifies the restriction of the governance rights of the majority shareholders in respect of the election of the members of the supervisory board. For example, directors’ general fiduciary duties require them to act in good faith and in the company’s best interests. As such, it may well be a breach of duty to promote the interests of one group of shareholders over another. Independent directors remain representatives of the shareholders as a whole, rather than the representatives of a distinct section of the corporation. It follows, that independent directors, as fiduciaries, also have to take due account of the interests of the controlling family shareholders. Therefore, independent directors are precluded from depriving controlling families of their influence potential. Seen from this perspective, there seems to be no real need for family representatives on the board, because the board members have to represent the interests of all shareholders anyway. Moreover, at first glance, it appears to be justified that the interests of the minority shareholders should be taken into account at supervisory board level, because minority shareholders also contribute capital to the corporation. Thus, it can be argued that it would not be advisable to allow controlling family shareholders to deny minority shareholders the representation of their interests on the supervisory board, because this would allow the majority shareholder to usurp the capital contribution of the minority shareholder for family purposes. That would be difficult to tolerate. With that in mind, it is important to note, however, that the majority principle is an underlying feature of stock corporations, which are organized along capitalistic lines. That means that in principle the majority decides or, to put it another way: he or she who bears the largest financial risk and has the largest say in the corporation. This principle does not provide for any limitations on the rights of the majority shareholders in favour of the minority shareholders. In other words, controlling shareholders are not legally required to sacrifice their interests to serve the interests of the shareholders as a group. It follows from the above that the introduction of independent directors, also representing the minority shareholders, cannot be justified solely by reference to the capital contribution of the minority shareholder. This is particularly true when the interests of the minority shareholders are already sufficiently protected by accompanying (corporate) laws. It is to be noted that minority shareholders are not entirely impotent when excluded from board representation, because minority shareholder protection is provided by general principles of law, by statutory remedies, by procedural instruments and last but not least by listing regimes. The debatable compatibility of the independent director system with the dual board system, at least in the German and Dutch versions, casts further doubt on the legitimacy of independent directors in corporations with a dual board structure. The point is that in dualistic systems, there is a mandatory separation between the executive management and the non-executives on the supervisory board. For this reason, a sufficient degree of board independence is assured by the institutional separation of the executive and supervisory functions. Moreover, members of the supervisory board, who cannot be simultaneously be members of the executive board, are non-executives by definition, but this does not mean that they are independent. For example, in Germany, supervisory board members are shareholders’ or employees’ representatives. The presence of independent directors on the board results in a dilution of the influence of blockholders. This in turn can lead to a considerable shift in power on the supervisory board, especially if the supervisory board must contain employee representatives in respect of whose appointment the blockholder plays no role. Some will point out that this is a specific problem that should be tackled at national level by the Member States concerned. In this respect, it should be noted that some of Europe’s most important and vibrant economies are organized along dualistic lines, such as Austria, Germany, Poland, the Netherlands and, to some extent, Italy. The European Commission should take note of the peculiarities of these jurisdictions, on the basis of equal treatment with the monistic system. It ought to be stressed here that the standards of independence as they are stipulated in the European Commission’s Recommendation 2005 have been elaborated in view of the one-tier system. The role model was the Combined Code in the United Kingdom. This can be criticised because it has been proven that the United Kingdom’s widely dispersed ownership structure is a local phenomenon observed only in the United States and the United Kingdom and is by no means the most common ownership model encountered in Central Europe. Having said all that, the key arguments against independent directors in listed family businesses are the follow-
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ing: firstly, independent directors, unless they are professional non-executive directors, are working part time and, while being independent, may lack the vital know-how, either of the business sector or of the respective corporation. By contrast, entrepreneurial families know their corporations in detail and are likely to have profound industry-specific knowledge that they have gained over years and decades of business activity. Industry-specific know-how is accumulated in entrepreneurial families and passed on to subsequent generations. The same is true for fruitful business contacts and networks. Family board representatives can, when consulted, provide the management board and supervisory board with this wealth of experience. Such exchange of information is unlikely to happen when family representatives are excluded from board participation, for the simple reason that there are no incidental and coincidental meetings at the board buildings. Secondly, it has been proven that the flow of information to independent directors is often suboptimal, particularly in the case of supervisory boards. Independent directors require transparency to perform their monitoring and advisory roles. Information asymmetries between independents and the management board render them practically ineffective. Thirdly, independent directors are noticeably less well paid than the executive directors, in particular if they are supervisory board members, and therefore are likely to be less motivated to devote much of their time and energy to their task. In contrast, family representatives will have the greatest incentive to fulfill the tasks assigned to them, since the reputation of the owner family is closely linked to the success and continued existence of the corporation. Fourthly, the presence of family representatives on the supervisory board leads to a low goal divergence between management and owners, because they can help to maintain a balance between profitability requirements and social responsibility. In this regard, it is noted that the desire for continued existence of the corporation prevents families from private drawings. To sum up, it can be said that the call for independent directors, who are independent not only from the management but also from the controlling (family) shareholder, overshoots the mark in corporations with a dual board structure. It is up to the European regulator to clearly lay down the fundamental objectives to be pursued by the introduction of independent directors and to provide additional support in favour of the independence criterion vis-à-vis controlling (family) shareholders. As things stand today, considering majority shareholder representatives to be dependent means an unjustified restriction of the rights of the majority shareholders in family-controlled businesses.

5 Conclusion

The aim of this contribution has been to investigate two central research questions. Firstly, it was questioned whether the current focus of the EU regulator on empowering independent directors is effective in corporations with a concentrated (family) ownership structure. Secondly, it has been analyzed whether the European Union’s independence standards for supervisory directors vis-à-vis controlling (family) shareholders sufficiently reflect the special needs of publicly listed family businesses in countries with a dualistic board structure or whether there is a need for exceptional rules at the EU level to safeguard the positive effects of family control on firm value. Contrary to the excessively optimistic expectations of the EU regulator, the findings suggest that the institution of the independent director is not a silver bullet that solves all corporate governance problems irrespective of the share ownership structure of a corporation. Instead, there are serious shortcomings in the concept of independent directors when it comes to concentrated (family) ownership structures. Doubts as to the effectiveness of independent supervisory directors as governance mechanism especially arise from the vague definition of the role assigned to them and the rather limited tools of independents to solve minority expropriation problems. There are strong indications that the current focus of the EU regulator on empowering independents is misleading or at least not effective in corporations with a controlling family shareholder. There is a considerable need for the reform of the independent director system to convert them into an effective corporate governance mechanism in concentrated ownership structures in general and in listed family businesses in particular. This raises the question how suitable it is to proceed in this way, particularly from the backdrop of the cost-benefit perspective. It is up to the EU regulator to take a position on this matter.

With regards to the second research question, it can be concluded that the European Union’s independence standards for supervisory directors vis-à-vis controlling (family) shareholders in their current form fail to sufficiently take into account the special needs of listed family businesses in countries with a dualistic board structure. There is a need for a differentiated corporate governance framework for listed family businesses in Europe. Given the key role of listed family businesses in Europe’s economy and their contribution to the entrepreneurial culture, cohesion and prosperity, it is the Commission’s responsibility to safeguard the positive effects of family control on firm value and performance in the long run. To this end, the European Commission should seriously consider exempting listed family businesses that are operating under a dual board structure from the independence requirement vis-à-vis the controlling shareholder. Entrepreneurial families should have the ability to exert their beneficial influence for all stakeholders at supervisory board level. It is in the interests of all European economies that listed family-con-
trolled corporations can unlock their full economic potential.
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